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Inventors of the world’s first reinforced stone bathroom grates. An 

aesthetically pleasing and cost-effective alternative to stainless steel 

grates. More than merely bathroom drain covers, we think of our 

bathroom gratings as a culmination of ancient history and modern 

technology. With natural stone textures, Jonite bathroom grates add a 

modern and elegant flair to public bathrooms.
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With its specially rounded curve profiles, liquids are easily flushed away from the surface of the grates. This prevents any 

liquids from stagnating on the surface, as well as easy cleaning and maintenance. Even with the rounded curve profiles, 

the matte stone texture still provides natural slip resistance.

Jonite Bathroom Grates comes in two standard designs, the Slotted and the Waveline. They are fully customisable, in 

terms of colours, designs, sizes and textures, they are all available upon request.

Rounded Edge Profiles

Customisation

Toilets redefined
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BATHROOM GRATES

Jonite created the world’s first 

reinforced stone bathroom grates. In 

the past, the only option for architects 

when designing drainage coverings for 

public toilets was stainless steel grates 

which were expensive and slippery. 

Now, countless architects have used Jonite bathroom grates 

in public bathrooms to create modern, beautiful, hygienic, 

and safe toilets.

Beautifully crafted and created to drain excess and 

wastewater effectively, Jonite bathroom grates are used in 

urinals, cubicles, and even washbasins in public bathrooms. 

Architects and interior designers choose our reinforced 

stone toilet gratings because our grates can be blended with 

the colours of floor tiles to create a seamless finish.

Our bathroom gratings’ rounded curve profiles and matte 

stone textures also provide slip resistance. Furthermore, 

Jonite bathroom gratings are easy to maintain without the 

need for any acid wash and have low water absorption, 

minimising the propensity to staining.

Jonite bathroom grates contribute toward satisfying MR 

Credit 4: Recycled Content under LEED®. The LEED® 

Green Building Rating System is the nationally accepted 

benchmark for the design, construction, and operation of 

high-performance green buildings in the U.S.A..

A robust sewerage system for public bathrooms is so 

essential in providing a comfortable, clean, and pleasant 

experience for users. More than just serving a sanitation 

function, we believe that our bathroom and toilet grates are 

a culmination of ancient history. Stone featured prominently 

in classical Roman bathrooms and modern technology 

through the (reinforced) stone.

Natural aesthetics

Slip-resistant

Less susceptible to stains

Easy to maintain

MR Credit 4: Recycled Content 

accredited under LEED

A15

Strictly for pedestrian application

Bathroom 
Grates
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12112 TGS-250

Drain width 209mm to 214mm

Load class A15

Load class A15

Dimension 200W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Dimension 250W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Dimension 250W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Drain width 159mm to 164mm

Load class A15

Load class 6KN

Dimension 300W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Dimension 500W x 250L x 30mm (t)

Drain width 259mm to 264mm

Drain width 455mm to 464mm
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BATHROOM GRATES 

SLOTTED

COLLECTION

SLOTTED
Minimalistic bathroom grate designs that blend in seamlessly 

with the bathroom floor.

12113 TGS-30012110 TGS-200

12114 Bone-500
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This waves-inspired collection of bathroom grates lend a modern touch 

to the bathroom floor for an additional creative aesthetic.

COLLECTION

WAVELINE

Load class A15

Load class A15

Load class A15 

Dimension 185W x 500L x 20mm (t)

Dimension 220W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Dimension 250W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Drain width 150mm to 155mm

Drain width 179mm to 184mm

Drain width 209mm to 214mm

Load class A15

Load class 6KN

Dimension 275W x 500L x 25mm (t)

Dimension 500W x 250L x 25mm (t)

Drain width 234mm to 239mm

Drain width 459mm to 464mm
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11115 WAVELINE-500

11114 WAVELINE-275

11112 WAVELINE-220

11110 WAVELINE-185

11113 WAVELINE-250

BATHROOM GRATES 

WAVELINE
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